
'A refreshing new analysis of drug use thar reveals how com-
mon misconceptions about illegal drugs are far too ofren not
based on empirical evidence. . . . Hart manages to add to the

voluminous drug-abuse genre a radically new approach that is

thought-provoking and that will certainly stimulate contro-
versial opinions, especially among the drug-abuse trearment

profession. He succeeds in presenting an interesting blend of
personal memoir with a critical analysis of why drugs and drug
users are shunned, the role racial policies have played in this
perception, and how these misperceptions have resulted in cur-
rent drug-fighting approaches he views as counterproductive.
Hart's personal life experience adds credibility to this impor-
tant work on substance abuse that is essential for all university
libraries supporting treatment curriculum and rreatment pro-
fessionals." -Library Journal (xarred review)

"Combining memoir, popular science, and public policy, Hartt
study lambasts cu'rrent drug laws as draconian and repressive,

arguing that they're based more on assumptions about race

and class than on a real understanding of the physiological and

societal effects of drugs. . . . His is a provocative clarion call for
students of sociology and policy-makers alike."

-Publisbers Weehly

"Perhaps nowhere has a voice been more resonant in a single

place than in Dr. Carl Hart's profoundly impacting new mem-

oir, Higb Price. .. . In a deeply personal tone, Dr. Hart (the

first black man to achieve tenure in the sciences at Columbia
University) describes what one might call an idiosyncratic parh
into academe." -Ebony.corn
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"This is your brain on drugs." Finally, he asks, .Any questions ?,,

This PSA is one of the most ridiculed antidrug advertisemenrs
of all time because of its simplistic and inaccurare portrayal of
drug effects.t

Today, ONDCP's slogan is "Relying on science, research
and evidence to improve public health and safety in America.,,
So, perhaps one of the goals of the roundtable, I figured, was ro
provide the writers with information with foundations in evi-
dence rather than fear-based anecdotes. In addition ro me, the
panelists were an assistant lJ.S. attorney, an undercover nar-
cotics agent, and a methamphetamine "addict." Because I was
one of the few scientists srudying the effects of methamphet-
amine in people, my role was to summarize the current state
of our scientific knowledge about the drug. I began by saying
that methamphetamine is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration to treat ADHD and narcolepsy. The artendees
were surprised. How could this awful drug thar they had heard
about be sancrioned for anything? Then I presented data from
my studies showing that methamphetamine produced the same
effects as rhe better-known prescription medication Adderall
(generic name: a mixrure of amphetamine salts). The chemical
structure of the two drugs is nearly identical (see figure 2).

This too was surprising to most in the room. Like amphet-
amine, methamphetamine increases energy and enhances one,s
ability to focus and concentrate;it also reduces subjective feel-
ings of tiredness and cognitive disruptions brought about by
fatigue and/or sleep deprivation. Both drugs can increase blood
pressure and the rate at which the heart beats, I explained that
several narions' militaries, including our own, have used (and
continue to use) amphetamines since Vorld \flar II because of
these properties.2 The drug helps soldiers fight better and longer.

My fellow panelists were horrified because my lecture was in

There are in fact tzoo things, science and opinion; the former begets

hnozoledge, tbe latter ignorance
_ H IPPOCRATES

CHAPTER 15

The New Crack

ne afternoon in mid-2005 I received a phone call from the

U.S. drug czar's office, the ONDCP, a component of the

Executive Office of the President. Initially, I thought, Oh

shit, I must be in trouble! But that wasn't it. They were phon-

ing to request my participation in a roundtable discussion about

the drug methamphetamine. The purpose of this roundtable, the

caller explained, was to educate writers about the real effects of

methamphetamine so that stories written about the drug would

be more authentic. The writer Participants would consist of

individuals who wrote for avariety of rnagazines and television

shows. I happily agreed to take part because this seemed to be

a departure from previous "educational" efforts by ONDCP'

These were the same folks who in the late 1980s brought us

the public service announcement (PSA), "This is your brain on

drugs." During the spot, a man holds up an egg and says, "This

is your brain." Then he picks up a frying pan and says, "This is

drugs." Then he cracks open the egg,,fries the contents, and says,
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Figure 2. Chemical structure of amphetamine (actitte

ingredient in Adderall), left, and methamPhetanine.

stark contrast to the stories they told about methamphetamine.

The attorney showed a slide presentation filled with disheveled

children of alleged illegal methamphetamine makers. "These are

America's children," she asserted, hoping to evoke a symPathetic

emotional response. Her remarks were echoed by the narcot-

ics agent, who declared that methamphetamine was unlike any

drug he had seen in his twenty years of service. They asserted

that the drug produced an addiction more severe than any other

drug, including crack cocaine. The police officer further warned

that users of methamphetamine are so violent that Taser guns

are ineffective at stopping them. "These people are animals," he

said, and insisted that more intensive methods are necessary for

stopping someone high on methamphetamine. The officer con-

cluded his remarks with an anecdote so ghastly that the audience

moaned in unison. He stated that methamphetamine causes cog-

nitive impairment so severe that it can lead Parents to decapitate

their own children; he swore he had witnessed this firsthand.

Judging from the audience's resPonses' the anecdotes were

effective. They urgently wanted know why law enforcement

hasn't done more do to get this awful drug off the streets. Or

how could anyone in their right mind take such a destructive

chemical? None of the writers raised questions about the verac-
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ity of the srories told by the attorney or rhe narcorics agent, even
though they had just heard conflicting information about the
drug. The world was flar again. My mind raced with thoughts
about that 1914 Neut York. Times article describing ,.N.gro
cocaine fiends" and how southern police forces had to exchange
their revolvers for heavier-caliber weapons because .o."irr. grrr.
black people superhuman strength. I was baffled that others in
the room didn't recognize how myths about drugs are recycled

.!1-o1q one generarion to anorher; I was disappointed because I
believed this roundtable would be different. I thought evidence
from science would inform our view on rh; drug. Instead the

*roundtable turned out ro be similar to other drug discussions

.sponsored by the government, an exchange in hysteria and igno_
rance. I was also angry because I knew such hysteria unfairly

3iin.a methampheramine users and decreased their willingness
to seek help if needed.

The discussion also reminded me of the exaggerated claims
about crack cocaine two decades before. As I pointed out earlier,
that drug was believed to be so powerfully addictive rhar even
first-time users would become addicted. It had also been linked
to the deaths of two promising young athletes-Len Bias and
Don Rogers-although later it became clear that the athletes had
taken large amounts of powder and not crack cocaine. powder
cocaine was seen as a recreational drug for the wealthy.

Few people asked whether rhe sentencing disparity between
the two forms of cocaine was based on scientific evidence. In
1986, there were only two scientific publications on smoked
cocaine. Both studies contained a number of limitations, which
decreased their relevance in public policy discussions. As a result,
the law that created the 100:1 crack-powder sentencing ratio was
based entirely on anecdotal reports. This in itself isn't necessar-
ily a bad thing as long as lawmakers understood the limits of
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this approach and were prepared to alter the law as neq more

complete knowledge dictated.

By the early 1990s, concern about the dangers of crack inten-

si6ed and lots of money was pumped into the war on that drug'

Not only were law enforcement budgets increased but more

money was also allocated for research. Now scientists had a

stake in the crack hysteria game. As a result, the scientific data-

base on crack cocaine grew substantially within a few years' As

I stated earlier, the data showed that both forms of cocaine pro-

duce identical effects; these effects are predictable. That is, as the

dose is increased, so are the effects, whether they are blood pres-

sure and heart rate or subjective "high" and addictive Potential.

The evidence clearly indicated that the 100:1 ratio exaggerated

the harms associated with crack and that the sentencing dispar-

ity was not scientifically justified. To punish crack users more

harshly than powder users is analogous to punishing those who

are caught smoking marijuana more harshly than those caught

eating marijuana-laced brownies.

At the same time' some began raising concerns that crack-

powder laws disproPortionately targeted blacks' Congress

direded the u.S. Senrencing commission to issue a rePort

examining the federal cocaine laws. The commission is the

federal agency responsible for, among other tasks, reducing

unwarranred sentencing disparities. In February 1995, it issued

its report. The report examined pharmacology' the srays the

drug is raken, societal impacts, cocaine distribution and market-

ing, cocaine-related violence and crime, the legislative history of

cocaine penalties and constitutional challenges, and data related

ro federal drug offenses. It was thorough. It found that nearly 90

percenr of those sentenced for crack cocaine offenses were black,

even though the majority of users of the drug were white' This

conflicted with most people's perception because news reports

ri'

and popular media almost always showed black crack smokers.
As a result of these findings, the commission submitted to con-
gress an amendmenr to the sentencing guidelines rhar would have
equalized penalties for powder and crack cocaine offenses, that
is, the crack-powder ratio would have gone from 100:1 to 1:1.
congress passed and president Bilr crinton signed legisration
disapproving the guideline amendment. In a sraremenr clinton
explained the rationale for his decision to block the amendment:
"\7e have to send a constant message to our children that drugs
are illegal, drugs are dangerous, drugs may cost you your life_
and the penalties for dealing drugs are severe.,, He continued: ..I
am nor going to ler anyone who peddles drugs get the idea that
the cost of doing business is going down.,, Subsequent reports
and recommendations by the commission jn 1997, 2002, and
2007 were equally unsuccessful in bringing about meaningful
changes to the cocaine laws.

Many prominenr individuals criticized the unwillingness of
lawmakers to eliminate rhe cocaine sentencing disparity.ln g97,
Michael S. Gelacak, then vice chairman of the Sente.r.irrg Co-_
mission, wrote, "Congress and the Sentencing Commission have
a responsibility to establish fair sentencing standards that protect
the public. . . . \We have jointly failed in our approach toward crack
cocaine sentences' and the result is seriously disparate sentences.
\Ve should nor lose sighr of that overriding reality. . . . The only
real solution to the injustice is to eliminate it." Ten years later, even
presidential candidate Barack obama had added his voice to the
growing chorus of criticism: ..[L]et,s not make the punishment
for crack cocaine that much more severe than the purrirh-errt fo,
powder cocaine when the real difference berween the two is the
skin color of the people using them. Judges think that,s wrong.
Republicans think thatt wrong. Democrars think that's -.orj,
and yet it's been approved by Republican and Democratic preri_
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dents because no one has been willing to brave the politics and

make it right. That will end when I am President"" Qt August

3,20\0, President Obama signed legislation that decreased' but

did not eliminate, the sentencing disparity between crack and

powder cocaine offenses. The new law reduced the sentencing

disparity from 100:1 to 18:1.

So-" celebrated this change as a significant steP toward end-

ing a historic wrong' I am not one of them' In 1964, when asked

-h"th.. the United States had made sufficient progress toward

racial equality, Malcolm X said, "If you stick a knife in my back

nine inches and pull it out six inches, there is no progress' ' ' '

The progress is healing the wound"' Accordingly, I think the

sentencing differences should be completely eliminated because

there is no scientific justification for the differential treatment of

crack and powder cocaine under the law. This seems the ethical

thing to do in ligttt of the evidence and ONDCP's claim to rely

on science and evidence'

I sat there in the methamphetamine roundtable and won-

dered whether the same mistakes would be made with this drug

as were made with crack cocaine' There certainly were plenty of

signs suggesting this. Like with crack cocaine in the mid-1980s'

a relatively small number of individuals from a derided grouP

were seen as users of methamphetamine' They were white but

gay, poor, or rural. In 2005, about a half million people reported

ih"t th"y had used methamphetamine in the past thirty days (an

indication of .,current use"). This number is small when com-

pared with the 15 million people who smoked marijuana within

ih. ,"-" period. Whenever a "new" drug is introduced to a soci-

i .ty 
"nd 

a relatively small number of marginalized individuals

use that drug, incredible stories about the drug's effect can be

. told and accepted as fact. This is so because few people have

the experience with the drug to challenge questionable claims'
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\fle saw this in the 1930s when authorities said that marijuana
caused people ro become psychotic and commit murder. These
claims were often unchallenged and taken as fact. In fact, they
were a major reason that the federal law (Marihuana Tax Act
of t937) essenrially banning marijuana was passed. At the time,
marijuana use was confined to a small number of minorities and
"hipsters." Of course, today, if an individual says that marijuana
use leads to insanity and murder, he or she would not be taken
seriously.

Another similarity with the "crack scare" of the 19g0s was
the increasing number of stories written about methamphet-
amine in the narional press. On August 8, 2005, Nezrsueeh, ran
a dramatic cover story called "The Meth Epidemic." lJse of this
drug, according to the magazine, had reached epidemic propor-
tion. The evidence suggested otherwise. At the height of meth-
amphetamine's popularity, there were never more rhan a million
current users of the drug. This number is considerably lower
than the 2.5 million cocaine users, rhe 4.4 million illegal pre-
scription opioid users, or the 15 million marijuana smokers dur-
ing the same period. The number of methamphetamine users has
never come close to exceeding the number of users of these other
drugs.a

Coverage was filled with accounts of desperate users turn-
ing to crime to supporr their use of the "dangerously addictive',
drug. Many articles focused on the "littlest vicrims." The Nezu
Yorh Times headlined one story, DRUG scouRGE cREATES rrs
o\flN FoRM oF oRpHAN, describing an apparent rise in related
foster care admissions and reports of addiced biological par-
ents who were impossible to rehabilirate. The paper quoted a
police captain who said methamphetamine "makes crack look
like child's play, both in terms of what it does ro the body and
how hard it is to get off."5 The paper also claimed, "Because
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users are so highly sexualized, the children are often exposed to

pornography or sexual abuse, or watch their mothers Prostitute

rhemselves.,,6 Attorney General Alberto Gonzales called it "the

most dangerous drug in America," and President George \7'

Bush proclaimed November 30, 2006, National {ethamphet-

amine Awareness Day. Back in 1986, President Ronald Reagan

proclaimed the entire monrh of october crack-cocaine Aware-

ness Month, Thq parallels were frightening'

At the end of the ONDCP discussion, we were asked to meet

with writers in small groups to answer any lingering questions'

Dozens lined up to meet with the police officer and attor-

ney. They wanted to hear more about how methamphetamine

caused gay men to engage in sexual Practices that increased HIV

rates; how it kept people up for consecutive days without sleep-

ing; how the drug made people behave irrationally; and how it

ruined people,s teeth and made them unattractive. lwhile some

of the writers were undoubtedly there simply seeking a sexy

story to sell, I think most genuinely wanted to learn about the

drug and, if needed, to warn the public about its dangers' They

weren't thinking about separating anecdote from evidence' They

had just heard from a U'S. attorney and a cop that this drug was

nasty stuff. The governmenr invired both of these individuals as

experts on the topic. As a result' there didn't seem to be a need

,o ,.p"r"r" fact from fiction. Of course the information was fac-

tual. Otherwise, it would not have been presented in a forum

sanctioned by the goYernment, would it?

I pondered this and other questions as I rode the subway back

,o -y lab. Vhy was my data so inconsistent with the stories told

by the other panelists?*\ilas I out of touch with the way people

.rr" dr.rg, in the real world? Maybe the doses that I tested were

roo low, I thought. I had intentionally started off with low doses

to ensure the safety of my research particiPants' At that point'

the largest dose I had given was 20 mg, which is considerabry
lower than doses reportedly used by methamphetamine addicts.
Perhaps the individuals described by the prosecutor and police
officer used much larger doses than those tested in my studies.
This might explain our disparate concrusions. I arso thought
about how methampheramine is typically used outside the lab_
snorted, injected, or smoked. This ensures that the drug hits the
brain more quickly and produces more inrense effects. In my
studies, it was swallowed. \when taken this way it produces the
least intense effects. Given these caveats, I questioned whether
the data collected in my studies was relevant to the situation in-ih-e 

real world. I figured the hysteria abour methamphetamine
had to reflec something abour reality and that my strrdies, r'rp
iiitil rhat point, had not captured it.

Over the nexr seven years, I went about trying to resolve this
issue. I searched the human literature to see if anyone had stud-
ied larger merhamphetamine doses when the drug was snorred,
smoked, or injected. There was virtually nothing. I thought
about Jos6 Marti's famous quote in his 1gg2 essay "on oscar
\flilde": "A knowledge of different literatures is the best way to
free one's self from the tyranny of any of rhem.,, So I read the lit_

-'6rature on animal studies looking fo, irrfor-"tion that might be
relevant ro human addicrion. These studies showed that the drug
caused extensive damage to certain brain cells and produced
severe learning and memory problems. Aha, I got it! Finally,
here was some data that was in line with popular anecdotes about
methampheramine. But as I looked more closely it became clear
that the animal resuhs had serious limitations and might not be
applicable to people. For one, rhe amounrs of methamphetamine
given to animals are far more than amounts taken by metham_
phetamine addicts. If one gave similarly high doses of caffeine or
nicotine to animals, the same serious toxic effects would be seen.
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Vith members of my lab at an end-of-year celebration.

providers should be aware that impairments in memory and
in the ability to manipulate information and change points of
view (set) underlie comprehension . . . methamphetamine abus_
ers will not only have difficulty with inferences . . . but that
they also may have comprehension deficits . . . the cognitive
impairment associated with [merhamphetamine abuse] shourd
be publicize d' . . .'7 As I read this and similar papers more criti-
cally,I noticed something intriguing. Vhile it was true rhar
the controls had outperformed methamphetamine addicts on a
few tesrs, the performance of the two groups wasn,t different

.on the maprity of tests. More important, when I compared

-the cognitive scores of the methamphetamine addicts in the

-Simon study against scores in a larger normative dataset, none
of the methamphetamine users, scores were outside the normal
range.8 This meant that the cognitive functioning of the meth_
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But when animals were given methamphetamine doses compa-

rable to those used by people, the destructive effects were not

observed. During r.,y'g'"dtt"e education' the notion that meth-

amphetamin. d"-"g"J brain cells was an unquestioned funda-

mental truth in drug research' Now this basic belief needed to be

qualified, making it difficult to extraPolate to people
' 

N."r, I studied the literature on the long-term effects of

methamphetamine in addicts' These were people who had.used

the drugs for many years' In these studies' abstinent metham-

ph.tr-in. addicts and a control group (usually non-drug users)

.o-pl.t"d a comprehensive set of cognitive tests over the course

of several hours, and the results were comPared to determine

whether the cognitive functioning of the methamphetamine

addicts was normal. of course, normality is a relative con:?t

that is determined by not only comparing performance of the

methamphetamine group with the performance of a control

group but alro comparing the methamphetamine group's scores

withthosefromanor-"rirr.dataset,takingintoconsideration
the individual's age and level of education' These requirements

are important because they allow us to take into account the

relative contribution of age and education in terms of the indi-

vidual's score and adjust the score accordingly' Simply stated'

it would be inapprop'i"" 
'o 

comPare the vocabulary scores of

a sixteen-year-old high school dropout with those of a twenty-

two-year-old coll.ge"g'"duate' The older college graduate would

be expected to outperform the younger dropout

Srudy after study found that methamphetamine addicts had

severe cognitive impairment' In one study by Sara Simon-and

colleagues, the apparent impairments were so bad that it led them

to warn: "The national campaign against drugs should incor-

porate information about the cognitive deficits associated with

meth"mphetamine' ' ' ' Law enforcement officers and treatment
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between the groups even before methamphetamine was ever
used. Second,,the non-drug users had significantly higher lev_
els of education than methamphetamine users (15.2 versus 12.g
years' respectively); it is well established that higher levels of
education lead to berter memory performance. Third, there were
no data comparing methamphetamine users with controls on
any memory task. This, in itself, precludes the researchers from
making statemenrs regarding impaired memory performance
caused by methamphetamine. Nonetheless, the only statistically
significant cognitive finding was a correlation of hippo.a-p"l
volume and performance on one of the four trrkr. iH, firrd_
ing is rhe basis for rhe claim that methamphetamine users had
memory impairmenrs, because the hippocampus is known to
play a role in some long-term memory; but other brain areas
are also involved in processing long-term memory. The size of
these other areas was not different between the groups. Finally,
the importance on everyday functioning of the brain diff"."n.",
is unclear because an 11 percent difference berween individu-

-als, 
for example, is most likely wirhin rhe normal range of brain

structure sizes.

This example is not unique. The brain imaging lirerature is
replete with a general tendency ro characterize any brain dif-
ferences as dysfunction caused by methamphetamine (as well
as other drugs), even if differences are within the normal range
of human variabiliry.r. It would be like comparing the brains
of police officers who have less education with those of college
professors who have obtained a phD, and concludirrg that th.
officers are cognitively impaired as a resurr of any differences
that might be noted. This simplistic thinking is the main thrust
behind the notion that drug addiction is a brain disease. k cer-
tainly isn't a brain disease like parkinson's disease or Alzheimer,s
disease. In the case of these illnesses, one can look ar the brains

amphetamine users was normal' This should have tempered the

researchers' conclusions and prevented them from stating such

dire warnings. \ilhat's more, the methamphetamine literature

was filled with similar unwarranted conclusions; as a result,

the apparent methamphetamine addiction-cognitive impair-

ment link has been widely publicized-numerous articles have

appeared in scientific journals and the popular press'

The reporting of brain imaging findings has been especially

misleading. On July 20, 2OO 4,for example, the N ew Yorb Time s

printed an article titled, THIS IS YouR BRAIN oN METH: A "FoR-

EST FIRE" oF DAMAGE. It stated, "People who do not want to

wait for old age to shrink their brains and bring on memory loss

now have a quicker alternative-abuse methamphetamine ' ' '

and watch the brain cells vanish into the night'" This conclu-

sion was based on a study that used magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) to compare brain sizes of methamphetamine addicts with
'non-drug-using healthy people'e The researchers also looked at

the correlation between memory performance and several brain

structural sizes. They found that methamphetamine users' right

cingulate gyrus and hippocampus were smaller than those of

.o.r-trol, by 11 and 8 percent, respectively' Memory performance

on only one offour tests was correlated with hippocampal size

(that is, individuals with larger hippocampal volume performed

, better). As a result' the researchers concluded' "chronic metham-

phetamine abuse causes a selective pattern of cerebral deteriora-

iion th"t contributes to impaired memory performance"' This

interpretation, as well as the one printed in the Times article' is
' 
inappropriate for several reasons'

First,'brain images were collected at only one time point

for both groups of participants' This makes it virtually impos-

sible to determine whether methamphetamine use caused "cere-

bral deterioration," because there might have been differences
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of affected individuals and make pretry good predictions about

the illness involved. \fle are nowhere near being able to distin-

guish the brain of a drug addict from that of a non-drug addict.

Because the literature wasn't as informative as I'd hoped, I

wrote and receive d a grant to study larger methamphetamine

doses in individuals snorting the drug. These laboratory stud-

ies detailed the immediate and shorr-term effects of the drug on

measures of cognitive functioning' mood, sleep, blood pressure'

heart rate, and the drug's addictiveness. I tested doses up to 50

mg, which were, at the time, the largest doses tested in people'

All of the drug doses were given in a double-blind manner-

the research participants didn't know whether they were get-

ting placebo or real merhampheramine, nor did the medical staff

monitoring the sessions. The research participants were care-

fully selected to make sure rhey were in excellent medical con-

dition. All were addicted to methamphetamine and used more

than 100 mg of the drug on a weekly basis' I wanted to make

sure that I was not exposing them to more drug in the lab than

they used outside the lab. similar ro rhe cocaine studies I had

previously conducted, we intentionally recruited people who

*"r. .to, seeking treatment' because we felt it was unethical to

give methamphetamine to someone trying to stoP using'

In the first experiment' we simply had research partici-

pants snort one dose of methamphetamine while our medi-

."1 t.r- carefully monitored their vital signs for twenty-four

hours. we also asked the parricipanrs to do cognitive tests and

rate their mood before and several hours after the drug was

given. The findings were consistent with data from our previ-

ous studies when we gave the drug by mouth.rl Participants

reported feeling more euphoric and their cognitive functioning

was improved. These effects lasted about four hours' The drug

also caused significant increases in blood pressure (BP) and
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heart rate that lasted for up to twenty-four hours. The maxi_
mum levels were abour l5O/90 (Bp) and 100 (beats per minute).
vhile these elevations were undoubtedly significant, rhey were
well below levels obtained when most people are engaged in
a vigorous acriviry such as physical exercise. Another finding
was that the drug reduced the amount of time our participants
slept.l2 For example, when they took placebo, parricipants got
about eight hours of sleep on that evening. But when the 50
mg dose was given, they got only six hours of sleep. Together,
the results indicated that a large snorted dose of methamphet-
amine produced expected effects. The drug didn't keep people
up for consecutive days, it didn't dangerously elevate their vital
signs, nor did it impair their judgment. Around rhe same rime,
other researchers were studying the drug when it was injected
or smoked and they were gerting similar results.13

The human laboratory data were at odds with anecdotal
reporrs and conventional wisdom. Maybe I hadn,t asked the'right 

question. One of the most popular beliefs abour merham-
phetamine is that it is highly addictive, more so than any other
drug. In the next set of experiments, I set our ro address this
issue. Under one condition, I gave methamphetamine addicts a

choice between taking a big hit of methamphetamine (50 mg)
or five dollars in cash. They took the drug on abour half of the
opportunities. But when I increased the amount of money to
twenty dollars, they almost never chose the drug.la I had gotten
similar results with crack cocaine addicts in an earlier study.rs
This told me that the addictive porential of methamphetamine

. was not as had been claimed; its addictiveness wasn't extraordi-

_nary. My results also showed me rhat methamphetamine addicts,
just like crack addicts, can and do make rational decisions, even
when faced with a choice to take the drug or nor. This was con-
sistent with the literature assessing cognitive functioning of

DR. CARL HART
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The physical changes rhar occurred in the dramatic depictions
of individuals before and after their methamphetamine use are
more likely related to poor sleep habits, poor dental hygiene,
poor nutrition and dietary practices, and media sensationalism.
\flith regard ro rhe addictiveness of methamphetamine, the best
available information clearly shoqrs that_the majority of people
who try methampheramine will not become addicted.rZ

The media and general public were not the only ones caughr
up in the methampheramine hysteria. Many scientists were also
bamboozled. From 2006 to 2010, I was a member of an NIH grant
review committee. The committee was composed of about forty
scientists with diverse experrise. One of our main rasks was ro
evaluate the scientific merits of research grant proposals submit-
ted by drug abuse scientists. N(e frequenrly reviewed proposals
seeking funds to study methamphetamine. Many of the proposals
argued that the drug produced brain damage, while others pointed
to the cognitive impairmenrs caused by methamphetamine. They
seemed to have accepted, as a foregone conclusion,that any use of
this drug was destructive. These arguments were compelling to
some on the review committee. The problem was rhat they were

lot supported by evidence; instead they were misrepresenrarions
of the data. I am nor suggesting that the scientists who wrore the

Brants did this intenrionally. I don't think rhey did. I do believe,
however, that the scientists understood quite well the mission
of their proposed funder-Narional Instirure on Drug Abuse
(NIDA)-and this understanding shaped their grant proposal.

NIDAs mission "is to lead the Nation in bringing the power
of science to bear on drug abuse and addiction.'Drug abuse

and addiction are only limited and negative aspecrs of the many
effects produced by drugs. Of course, drugs like methamphet-
amine produce other effects, including positive ones such as

improved cognitive performance and mood, but that isn't a part
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:ii methamphetamine users' but as noted above' only if you looked

carefully't6

Still, the popular view of methamphetamine remained

unchanged. Most media portrayals continued to emphasize uore-

)'alistic effects and exaggerate the harms associated with the drug'

For example' in January 2OlO, NPR ran a story titled' "!his Is

Your Face on Meth, Kids-"' The story described a California sher-

iff who was trying to stoP young people from experimenting with

methamphetamine. \ilith the help of a Programmer' he developed

a comPuter Program that digitally altered teenagers' faces to show

them what they would look like after using methamphetamine.for

six, twelve, and thirty-six months' These young people watched

their images change from those of healthy' vibrant individuals to

faces marred by open scabs, droopy skin' and hair loss' They were

told that these were the physiological effects of using metham-

phetamine. Ninety percpnt of individYl! who tried methamphet-

"-irr. 
once, they were also told, would become "addicted'" How

'could 
such inaccurate information be given to naive students' let

alone be reported on NPR, I thought'
t I There is no empirical evidence to support the claim that meth-

amphetamine causes one to become physically unattractive' Of
' 

"orrrr", 
there have been the pictures of unattractive metham-

phetamine users in media accounts about how the drug is rav-

"girrg 
,o-. rural town' You may have also seen the infamous

-:;; mouth" images (extreme tooth decay)' But consider this:

i"th"_ph.ramine and Adderall are essentially the same drug.

Both drugs restrict salivary flow, leading to xerostomia (dry

mouth), one proPosed mechanism of meth mouth' Adderall

and generic versions are used daily and {requently prescribed-

each year they are among the top one hundred most prescribed

dr,-tg, in the United States-yet there are no published reports

of unattractiveness or dental problems associated with their use'

:r
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: of NIDAs mission. And scientists seeking research money from

NIDA are well 
^ware 

that they must emphasize the negative

effects of drugs in order ro ger funded. upton sinclair's famous

quote aptly describes this siruation: "It is difficult to get a man

to understand something when his salary depends upon his

not understanding it."18 Consider also that NIDA funds more

.than 90 percent of all research on the major drugs of abuse' This

means that the overwhelming majority of information on drugs

published in the scientific literature, textbooks, and popular

press is biased toward the negative aspects of drug use'

I am not suggesting that the negative consequences of drug

use shouldn't be the focus of research funded by NIDA' Focus-

ing on the pathological aspects of drug use is extremely impor-

tanr for developing effective treatmenrs for drug addiction. But

the current.disproportionate focus on the bad effects of drugs

tends ro leave us with a skewed perspecrive. It has helped to cre-

are an environment where certain drugs are deemed evil and any

use of these drugs is considered pathological. As I have repeat-

edly pointed out throughout this book, most people who use

any drug do so withour problems. This is not an endorsement
' 

for the legalization of drugs. It's just afact. The near-exclusive
-focus 

on the negarive effects of drugs has also contributed to

a siruation where there is an.unwarranted and unrealistic goal

of eliminating certain types of drug use at any cost' Too often

marginalized groups absorb the bulk of the cost. It has been well

documented that certain minority communities have been par-

ticularly affected by our zeal to get rid of certain drugs. The

human cost of this misguided approach is incalculable, as hun-
'dreds 

of thousands of men and women, including my own fam-

ily members, languish in prison as a result'

In an effort to draw atrention to rhe misinterpretations that

plague the methamphetamine scientific literature, I rilirote a ctit-
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ical review article thar assessed more than fifty peer-reviewed
research studies on rhe short- and long-term effects of the drug
on brain and cognitive functioning.re I concluded that meth-
amphetamine addicts were overwhelmingly wirhin the normal
range on both measures. But, despite this fact, there seems to be
a propensity to interpret any cognitiv e and/or brain difference(s)
as clinically significant abnormalities.

Before any paper is published in a scientific journal, experrs
in the field must review it anonymously. These reviews are often
brutal. They sometimes question your inrellectual capacity to be
employed as a scientist. So, when I received the reviews for my
paper I was expecting harsh criticism because I was essentially
calling into question an enrire body of research. To my sur-
prise, the reyiewers' comments were extremely laudatory: .,This

review is comprehensive and extremely well written. Dr. Hart
and colleagues certainly challenge rhe sratus quo and should be
applauded for writing a provocative paper and taking what will
surely be characterized as an unpopular position. . . . The general
message is somewhat of a wake-up call to the field. . . .,, Ir's too
soon to know the exac impacr the paper will have on the field,
but shortly after its publication, Scientific Americanhighlighted
it in an article that questioned whether the methamphetamine
hysteria is limiting the availability of effecrive medicines.20

This all gor me rhinking even more about the consequences of
presenting biased, exaggerared, or misleading drug information
to the public. As an educaror, I worried that we would lose cred-
ibility with many young people, and that as a resuk they would
reject other drug-related information from "official,, sources,
even when the information was accurate. Undoubtedly, this has
contributed to numerous preventable drug-related accidents. I
thought about the distorted claims made about crack cocaine and
how this led to egregious racial discrimination. During rhe..crack

DR. CARL HART
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Ultimately, it became clear to me that I had to speak out
beyond the walls of the academy. I started giving lectures in local
community centers, at the YMCA, student-organized confer_
ences' bars and caf6s, at museums, or anywhere else I was asked
to speak' I spoke with high school studenrs and their parenrs
about the real effects of drugs and ways ro decrease associated
harms' I lectured ar other universities about the foolish way the
country deals with drugs and the biases I was starting to see in
the questions we asked about drugs in science.

A frequent question from parenrs was ..\7hat about the chil_
dren? Isn't it better ro exaggerare drug-related harms so we keep
our children away from rhem?" Black people rarely asked this
question; it almost always came from white parents. I tried to be
as patient as possible in my response. I'd point out that I too was
a concerned parent wirh three sons-two within rhe critical ages
of concern-and how I have educated the two that I raised abour
drugs withour exaggerations. I explained that my twenty-plus
years of drug research experience has taught me many important
llssons, but perhaps none more important than this-drug 

"ffe.t,are predictable. As you increase the drug dose, there is more
potential for toxic effects. Black boys' and men,s interactions'with 

the police, however, are not predictable. I worried all the
time about the very real possibility that my own children would
be targeted by law enforcement because they ',fit the description',
of a drug user or because someone thought they were under the
influence of drugs. Too often in these cases the black youngster
ends up dead. Ramarley Graham and Trayvon Martin both were
believed to have drugs or be under the influence of them.

In addition to giving more public ralks, I was invited to
join nonscientific advocacy organizations. I was particularly
intrigued by an invitation to join the board of directors of
America's leading organization dedicated to changing the drug
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Presenting my research findings at a scientifc meeting'

era," Ididn't know any better' I was ignorant' Ignorance could

not be used as an excuse in the current case of methamphetamine'

I knew better' I had published my research findings in some of

the finest science journals and had coauthored one of the bestsell-

ing drug textbooks' And each semester' my Drugs and Behav-

io, .o,rrr. was one of the rnost popular undergraduate classes at

Columbia. Still, voices like mine were rarely included in national

discussions on drug education or public policies about drugs' My

voice was not included because I had serious trepidations about

exposing myself in this way. I knew that some would say that I

had an agenda, implying that I might be less than objective' This

is one of the worst criticisms that can be leveled against a scien-

tist. Others would attempt to label me as reckless by distorting

my views as advocating for the complete legalization of drugs'

;
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that their understanding of science was slightly different from
my own. I naively thought rhat the scientific evidence would
guide DPAs focus and positions raken much as it does in my
own research. In my view, if DpA had simply followed the
scientific evidence, their priorities would look quite different.
Rather than a predominant focus on marijuana legalization
and increasing the number of states with medical marijuana
programs' unbiased scientifically informed public education
about drugs would be the major priority. The evidence that I
have presented throughout this book suggests that rhe average

jerson is woefully ignorant about illegal drugs and their use.
As a resulr, an organization like DpA could fill an important
knowledge gap if they spearheaded public education campaigns
aimed at enhancing the intellectual tone around drug-rerated
issues that substantially impact public health. For example,
because the majority of heroin overdoses occurs in combina-
tion with anorher sedative-mostly alcohor-a massive media
campaign warning users ro avoid combining heroin with other
sedatives would not only be educational-it could arso be life-
saving. I also recognize that government agencies, such as

ONDCP and NIDA, should take the lead on these efforts,
but they have consistently demonsrrated their unwillingness
and/or inability to do so.

I discovered, though, rhat DpA faced rhe same pressures and
limitations that many other nonprofits face-the donors influ-

,ence priorities. That is why, for the past several years, mari_
juana law reform has been rhe major focus of DpA, even while
it has played a major role in bringing attention ro racisr srop-
and-frisk laws in New York City. As it rurns out, like ONDCP,
the use of the term science in DpA's slogan seems to be a matter
of convenience rather than a commitmenr to truth that guides
the organization's positions and focus. Of course, this cunning
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laws: the Drug Policy Alliance (DPA). This was a difficult

decision. i kn.* it would Put me in an awkward position with

the man who'd recruited me to Columbia, Herb Kleber' Herb

had served under President George H' \f' Bush as deputy drug

czar from 1989 to 1991'; many of his views were in line with

those of most politicians who claim that drugs are evil and that

we should pursue a "drug-free America" at' 
^ny 

cost' The DPA

was about as far away on the political spectrum from Herb's

view of drug policy as ir was possible to get. \)rhen I told Herb

that I was considering joining the DPA board, he warned that

it wasn't a wise thing to do at this stage of my career-I was

being considered for tenure. In order to reach a decision, I also

,pok. with a prominent black former DPA board member, who

told me to be careful about being used because of my race' In

this person's view, DPA was a whitd organization concerned

-"irr1y with legalizing marijuana so that white boys could

smoke without fear of harassment by the police' As a result'

they were far less concerned about fighting the racial discrimi-

narion so prevalenr in the drug war. I considered all of these

things but ultimately joined the board' It was my way of mak-

ing a very public statement about my views on our country's

misguided drug policies that disproportionately target blacks.

It was also my way of making sure that the leading group chal-

lenging current drug policies was fully informed about and had

access to the best scientific research'

one of DPAs motros is that it promotes "alternatives to

current drug policy that arc grounded in science, compassion'

health and human rights"'This really appealed to me because it

suggested that this organization understood the importance of

using science to inform drug policies and ultimately enhance

health and human rights. After I had spent five years of service

on the DPA board, however, it became inescapably obvious
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use of language is more egregious when employed by ONDCR

because it's a government agency and not an advocacy organiza-

tion. These sad realizations contributed to me being more vocal

on the board and writing this book in an effort to educate the

public about drugs.
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